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Abstract
A continuing problem in dealing with issues of global environmental protection is
striking a balance among conservation and citizens’ rights and quality of life. This
research focuses on whether policies and practices of international and domestic law in
Brazil can serve as a model for other areas in addressing the dilemmas of environmental
sustainability and the betterment of citizen’s livelihood. Applying qualitative
methodologies, we examine laws and policies from the 1990s to the present, such as
Brazil’s federal and state laws, U.N. major documents and treaties, and speeches from
important political figures. Using the Amazon region in Brazil as a case study, we argue
that one approach to this problem is to have both domestic and international law working
in strengthening local communities’ quality of life at the same time that it seeks
environmental preservation by giving more independence to local communities and
promoting their environmental friendly practices.
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Chapter One: Introduction
Overview and Significance of Topic
The value of the Brazilian Amazon is astounding and immeasurable. It is “the
largest single reserve of biological organisms in the world.” Scientists estimate that there
are between five to thirty million different plants and something in between 800,000 and
five million species (Romano 1999, 68) in Brazil’s rainforest. Many animal and tree
species may no yet have been discovered. The scientific community sees the rainforest as
a great asset. The cure for incurable diseases may be in the forest’s vast biodiversity.
Furthermore, the rainforest acts as a carbon sink and cleanses the world’s atmosphere
from carbon dioxide and decelerates the unwanted climate change.
The rainforest, in spite of its importance, is being deforested at alarming rates,
approximately 8,000 square miles a year between the years of 1995 and 2005 (Ministry
of the Environment Data). Highly profitable, non-environmental-friendly economic
practices, such as cattle ranching, crop-growing (Romano 1999, 68), mining, lumbering
and government-developing programs are responsible for the deforestation of the
Brazilian Amazon. For instance, government construction of hydroelectric dams and
highways require clearing of forest land which in turn encourage urbanization of the
region that leads to direct or indirect deforestation of Brazil’s rainforest (CIFOR Annual
Report 2006).
Global warming and the loss of the Amazon’s rich biodiversity are often cited in
the news as consequences of deforestation (Browder, and Godfrey 1997). What we
seldom (Capuzzo 2007; Rohter 2007) hear in the literature is the violation of human
rights occurring in the Brazilian Amazon region in the name of development and profit.

Communities of first peoples and traditional peoples are being displaced along with their
environmentally-friendly way of life.
While certain groups are struggling, others are flourishing, from an economic and
political standpoint, by using the rainforest lands as a means to profit (Rohter 2003). This
prosperity, however, only enriches a few (Hecht, and Cockburn 1989). Hence, it is highly
relevant to understand the political power of groups involved in this dilemma and the role
of institutions in enforcing these laws.
In spite of continuing deforestation, groups within and outside Brazil are fighting
against the destruction of the forest. One example is the Brazilian government and
international governmental institutions. The rule of law in Brazil and the international
rule of law protect the environment and the human rights of the people living there.
Government agencies in Brazil such as the FUNAI (National Foundation of the Indian)
and the IBAMA (Brazilian Institute of the Environment and of the Renewable Natural
Resources) are domestic and international institutions, respectively, charged with the
implementation of these laws.
Institutions, however, have not achieved the desirable levels of success in
enforcing these laws. Deforestation and violation of human rights continue and these are
issues that need to be addressed immediately. Although these institutions may be slowly
evolving they are not addressing immediate issues as quickly as needed. We argue for
laws that take into account the lack of institutional effectiveness and urgency to solve this
problem. These new laws should promote environmentally-friendly economic practices
while restricting the commercialization of non-environmentally-friendly products. To
implement these laws, new institution would have to be created. Although we do not

address the specifics of these new institutions we argue that they can be created and
successfully perform their functions with realistically attainable amounts of funding or
staff.
For this project, we applied qualitative research methods. We gathered
information from newspapers, academic journals, speeches of governmental figures, and
books. This project synthesizes current statistics, laws, and speeches of important
governmental figures in respect to the rainforest dilemma. The main goals of this project
are to add current information and present new ideas to the greater literature on
deforestation in the Brazilian Amazon. This project also summarizes major studies on the
international rule of law as well as Brazilian policies. This paper presents ideas which
must be seriously considered by politicians from within Brazil and outside. We also
discuss the importance of civil societies, I/NGOs, and IGOs in contributing toward a
better society. It is our hope that this research contributes to a fair and just solution to
these dilemmas.
The following section provides the reader with key terms and definitions, and
then we move on to discuss these critical issues.
Key Terms and Definitions
The Amazonia rainforest is the equivalent of the Amazon Biomass (below).
The Amazon Biomass is an ecosystem located in the South American states of French
Guiana, Guiana, Suriname, Colombia, Bolivia, Ecuador, Venezuela and Brazil. Brazil
hosts 63% of the total Amazon biomass. Currently, 20% of Brazil’s rainforest has
disappeared (Guardian, January 25, 2008), and the number continues to go up.

Amazônia Legal was created by Law No. 1806 of December 6 of 1953. The law
established the region comprised of seven full states and parts of other two states. By
creating the region, the law seeks economic development but also takes the needs of the
local community and the environment as limiting factors to economic development. The
Amazônia Legal region represents 59% of the Brazilian (more than half of the continental
United States) and it encompasses 63% of the rainforest total biomass.
In 2004, it was 60% covered with forest (Original area was 74%). 27.5 billion dollars
or 6.1% of Brazil’s GDP (2002). Land distribution: 24% Private, 33 % Indigenous
reserves, 10 % Special Areas (Military, Protected Ecosystems), and 33% Disputed Lands
or Lands with no ownership
Accession is, according to the Black’s Law Dictionary, “the act of acceding or agreeing.”
Civil Society is a term that is broadly used in this research. It refers to citizens in general,
from Brazil and abroad and/or their associations.
Convention is, according to the Black’s Law Dictionary, “An agreement or compact,
especially one among nations; a multilateral treaty.”
Covenant is, according to the Black’s Law Dictionary, “A formal agreement or promise,
usu. in a contract.”
Environmentally-Friendly Economic Practices: Economic practices that preserve or
promote the sustainability of the environment.
IBAMA: Brazilian Environment and Renewable Natural Resources Institute.
International Community is used similarly to civil society. It encompasses civil society,
international organizations, institutions, government, association, and NGOs.

International Law refers to rules of conduct that are binding on international actors in
relations, transactions, and problems that transcend national frontiers. In its initial phase
international states were regarded as the only legitimate international actors. In the 20th
Century, states ceased to be the sole subjects of international legal rules. This makes
possible the application of norms of conduct to a wide range of individuals, and
institutions.
Sources of International law as established by the International Court of Justice
include: International Conventions, International Custom, General Principles of Law,
Judicial decisions, and teachings of the most highly qualified publicists of the various
nations.
Nongovernmental Organization is, according to the Black’s law Dictionary, “any
scientific, professional, business, or public-interest that is neither affiliated with nor under
the direction of a government; an international organization that is not the creation of an
agreement among countries, but rather is composed of private individuals or
organization. Examples of nongovernmental organization, which are often granted
consultative status with the United Nations, include Amnesty International, Greenpeace,
and the International Committee of the Red Cross.”
Ratification is, according to the Black’s Law Dictionary, the “adoption or enactment,
where the act is the last in a series of necessary steps or consents.”
Treaty is according to the Black’s Law Dictionary, “an agreement formally signed,
ratified, or adhered to between two nations or sovereigns; an international agreement
concluded between two or more states in written form and governed by international
law.”

United Nations is, according to the Black’s Law Dictionary, “an international
organization established in 1945 to promote and ensure international peace and security,
to promote friendly relations between nations, and to contribute to resolving international
problems related to economic, social, cultural, and humanitarian condition.”
World Trade Organization is, according to the Black’s Law Dictionary, “the body
charged with enforcing intellectual-property provisions of the GATT treaty. WTO
comprises the signatories of the Uruguay Round of GATT negotiations.”
Chapters Preview
The rest of this paper contains six sections. Chapter Three presents a literature
review of the major literature pieces written on deforestation in the rainforest and the
distribution of political power in the Brazilian Amazon region. Chapter Four presents the
thesis statement of this project and will explain where this paper situates in respect to
other research in the field. The fifth chapter supports the thesis statement. The sixth and
final chapter summarizes the main points of this paper, notes possible future research,
and suggests ideas for future policies and political action.
The following chapter provides the reader a broad overview of the situation of the
Brazilian rainforest vis-à-vis the communities and interests in the Amazônia Legal, in
Brazil as a whole, and the International Community.

Chapter Two: Communities, Political Power, and the Brazilian
Rainforest
To better comprehend rainforest issues, it can be helpful to understand the groups
from the region and their interests. Some of these groups are the first peoples, the
traditional peoples, people that live in the rainforest cities, cattle-ranchers, and soy
producers. This section describes these groups with a focus on their political power.
Political power refers to a group’s ability to meet its needs and wants.
First Peoples
The Amazon rainforest is vital to the first peoples for it is their home.
Environmentalists hold the first peoples in high-esteem because of their ability to live in
communion with the rainforest. Lutzenberger, an ecologist and former Brazilian
Environmental Minister under the Collor administration of 1992, once said: “the
rainforest Indian is a true ecologist. He knows the forest as no modern ecologist can
possibly know it” (2001).
Nowhere in the literature used for this project was a deep and thoughtful
discussion on the use of the term indigenous found. In school in Brazil, just like we
learned that Columbus discovered America, we also learned that the Indians were named
after the people from the country of India, in Southeast Asia. The literature provided no
discussions on the inaccurate use of the term and the implications of misusing this term.
The Oxford English Dictionary fails to critically analyze the word “Indian” and
describes it simply as “belonging or relating to the race of original inhabitants of America
and the West Indies” (Moran 1993). The problem with this definition is that it is not only
a disservice to both groups of people in that they are being treated as if they are the same,

but also because it fails to recognize that the term was used by “those who discovered the
Americas.”
Besides inaccurately defining a group of people, what further exacerbates the
problem is that the term still is used today. The lack of discussion available reveals the
inertia of the academics to subvert negative trends that have for long been engrained in
our formal education and culture. Although many Brazilians may identify themselves as
Indians, this should not be considered as an indicator that the use of the term is
acceptable. This also raises the good question of whether I, a western and privileged
Brazilian, should question Brazil’s first peoples’ choice to define themselves as Indians.
Part of the issue with my challenging their use of such term is loaded with my own
privilege of being part of the dominant culture that imposes its will on Brazil’s first
peoples without asking them whether they are in agreement with the idea.
In spite of the uncertainty of what is the right definition and the right thing to do,
we are going to take a risk and refer to the indigenous peoples as Brazil’s first peoples.
We do concede that the use of this term may still be problematic. However, this term
seems to come closer to describing these groups and as problematic as labeling them as
“Indians.”
In Brazil, 170 groups of Brazil’s first peoples exist (Oxford English Dictionary
Online) totaling roughly 300,000. This data, however, varies in the literature (Ramos
1998). Some of these first peoples are the Xavantes, Suruí, and Yanonamo (Lutzenberger
2001). The population of first peoples was much larger prior to the arrival of the
Portuguese in the 1500s (Moran 1993).

The rainforest is important to the first peoples because their survival depends on
it. In this context, survival refers to the first peoples’ ability to obtain food in the forest, to
have a safe home, to have access to natural medicines, and to teach their culture and way
of living to their newborns. With continuing deforestation, groups of first peoples are
increasingly concerned with the current and yet to come generations for their ways of life
and their exposure to the dominant western Brazilian culture.
Corporations, cattle ranchers, government development programs, and lumbering
companies continue to advance their non-environmental friendly economic practices in
the rainforest. Because they have little political power in Brazil, there’s little hope that
any politicians or authorities will stand up for their cause. The first peoples discarded
even Lula, Brazil’s populist President, as a potential political ally because of Lula’s lack
of political support in a land conflict dispute between the first peoples and western
Brazilians (New York Times October 15, 2004). Brazil’s first peoples and their way of
life will continue to decimate if these economic activities continue.
Another example of this lack of political power is a couple of letters written by
the Kayapó Indians of Paraná. The letters were sent to Mato Grosso’s governor, the
World Bank and to Brazil’s Attorney General. In these letters they spoke of governmental
projects that are in violation of Brazil’s law (Moran 1993) because the government failed
to consult Brazil’s first peoples in respect to their stance on these projects.
Traditional Peoples
The traditional peoples are not nearly as ecologically sophisticated as the first
peoples. Much like the first peoples, however, they depend on the rainforest to survive.
Many of the traditional peoples are seringueiros and ribeirinhos (Rubber tappers and

people from the riverbank communities, respectively) (Heyck 2002). The traditional
peoples when facing difficulties to make a living, will work for cattle ranchers (Barbosa
2000) and lumbering companies, unlike the first peoples (Heyck 2002). Much like the
first peoples, the traditional peoples have little political power in Brazilian. The story of
the seringueiros illustrates why.
The seringueiros, who are originally from Northeast Brazil, worked in a system of
“semi-slavery” (Barbosa 2000). They migrated to the North region of Brazil in the first
migration wave of 1870 and in the second migration wave of 1941(Heyck 2002). In the
second wave, they migrated because of the government’s policies encouraging the people
to go to the North so they could find new opportunities. These policies were publicized as
a “Brazilian dream” type of campaign promoting a better life. Once arriving to their new
destination they encountered several difficulties such as malaria, inhumane working
conditions (Heyck 2002) and lack of basic governmental services (Moran 1993). The
promises of the “Brazilian Dream” were hollow.
Most likely, the real motivations of the government’s “Dream” policies were
twofold: to alleviate the land battles in Northeast Brazil and to colonize the Brazilian
rainforest. They did not seek the welfare of the people from the Northeast. Examples of
the government’s mendacity toward the seringueiros and the traditional peoples are
abundant.
However, the seringueiros, the first peoples, and other groups have been able to
organize and contest the dominant forces that are taking control of their destiny. The
seringueiros have been classified as the “most engaged in the grassroots movement to
save Amazônia, and thus their livelihood (Barbosa 2000).” Former seringueiro Chico

Mendes and Marina Silva are well known and respected in Brazilian society (Hecht
1989). Chico organized seringueiros and created a strong political force in the region.
Cattle-ranchers murdered Chico for he was interfering with their interests. Marina Silva
has been a successful state Senator and Environmental Minister. In 2007 the United
Nations Environmental Programme gave her the Champion of the Earth award for her
work toward environmental conservation and the improvement of the life of the rainforest
peoples (United Nations Environmental Program News).

Urban population, Cattle Ranchers, and Soy Bean Producers.
When writing about the rainforest peoples it is important to acknowledge the
people that live in urban areas of the Amazônia Legal. There are close to sixteen million
people (IBGE Census 2007) or roughly sixty-eight percent of the people living in that
region. There’s little written about this group’s relationships with the rainforest, other
than that they are both directly and indirectly responsible for deforestation (Browder, and
Godfrey 1997) and that the local urban sector “consumes beef” (Hecht 1989). The
literature lacks information on the political power of the urban population as well.
Understanding their political power essential, however, for they represent a important
segment of the population that can help the rainforest people and the environment.
Representing a small segment of the Amazônia Legal’s population, the cattleranchers, as opposed to the urban populations of the rainforest, are widely discussed in
academia and in the news (Hecht 1989). They arrived in the rainforest in the 1970s after
the collapse of the rubber industry in the state of Acre and the government’s
developmental initiative to encourage development in the region (Wallace 20007). Much

of this ranching also takes place by both rich cattle owners and small land owners (Hecht
1989). The cattle ranching industry generates employment opportunities for a large
number of settlers that migrated from the Southern region of Brazil (Hecht 1989) and the
Northeast. Most people that they employ work in clearing lands that are to be
subsequently used for ranching activities.
With the growing political power of the seringueiros in connecting human rights
and environmental issues in the late 1980s, the cattle ranchers organized powerful
lobbying groups in Brazil’s capitol, Brasilia. The Brazilian cattle ranching industry is the
leading exporter of beef by volume (USDA Economic Research Service), of which thirtyfive percent was exported to the European Union (Wallace 2007).
The soy producers, similar to the cattle-ranchers, are very relevant for this
discussion. Recently, soy has been an emerging crop in the Amazon region in terms of
both profit and land use. There is evidence of direct and indirect relationship between the
increase in the production of soy and deforestation (Rohter 2003). Some soy producers
hold great political power. One example is Blario Maggi. Maggi is the current governor
of the state of Mato Grosso, one of the Amazônia Legal states. He is known as the King
of Soy and his business enterprise, the Maggi Group, is the single-leading producer of
soy in the world (Wallace 2007). Maggi’s governorship and the political power and
success of his business enterprise are clearly directly related.
Summary
The Brazilian Amazon is important in different ways to many groups within and
outside Brazilian society In addition, it should be clear by now to the reader that the
distribution of power among these groups is very unequal. In the following chapter we

will present two literature review papers covering information on two different but
related topics: sustainable development in a broad sense and law and policies vis-à-vis
the rainforest.

Chapter Three: Literature Reviews on Sustainable Development,
Policies, Laws, and the Rainforest
Sustainable Development
The Amazon region has the “richest collection of biodiversity on earth” (Kellman
2001, 147). The forest has the property of removing carbon dioxide from the atmosphere
and is commonly referred to as the “cauldron of biodiversity,” (Romano 1999, 67)
because it “contains the largest biodiversity of organisms in the world” (Romano 1999,
67). Among the food products that the forest naturally generates are tapioca, cocoa,
pineapple, Brazil nuts, cashews, passion fruit, as well as more exotic fruits, such as the
“cocona” (Klosek 1998, 138). Natural resources such as copper, iron, and manganese are
also available in the region (Klosek 1999, 138). The Amazon is crucial for water cycling
that generates rainfall for the region and the surrounding area, carbon sequestering by
holding and absorbing carbon dioxide and therefore slowing global warming, and rich
biodiversity (Wallace 2007). Also, it is rich in biodiversity and natural resources such as
timber, aluminum, copper, tin, nickel, iron, manganese, natural gas and gold (Hirakuri
2007).
Common sense tells us that in the midst of such ample biological wealth, the
government would do its best to protect the environment. But, this rich biodiversity is
disappearing at alarming rates. Statistics say that 20 percent of the rainforest’s original
mass has been deforested (Guardian, January 25, 2008). Although there is contention as
to the exact deforestation rates (Hall 2000), these rates are, nonetheless, quite high.
Among the consequences of deforestation are “loss of biodiversity” (Fearnside 2000) and
“loss of water cycling” (Fearnside 2000). Damage to the economy, provision of basic

human services, and the continuation of life, are listed as a few of the consequences of
loss and biodiversity, water cycling, and other environmental damages that result from
deforestation (Rayfuse 2007). Klosek notes that some of the consequences are “largescale losses of life, property, and capacity to produce food” (1998, 130). José A.
Lutzenberger, a prominent Brazilian environmentalist and former Brazil’s Minister of the
Environment (2001), found that the same amount of land that is used to produce beef
would yield about ten times as much food in terms of fruit, game, and fish (2001, 124).
There are also direct links between deforestation and global warming and ranked Brazil
as a leading producer of greenhouse gases, and indicated that more than three quarters of
those emissions are a result of deforestation in the Brazilian Amazon (Rohter 2007;
Wallace 2007). In addition Brazil’s first peoples are directly affected because of
deforestation. According to Klosek Brazil’s first peoples have two options: “extinction or
integration,” (1998, 135) and that those who survive are “forced to migrate to
overcrowded cities where they join the ranks of the destitute and unemployed” (1998,
135). Traditional peoples also struggle. Data revealed that 1,681 rural workers involved
with rural land conflict have died, but there were only twenty-six trials and fifteen murder
convictions (Klosek 1998, 133). Also, loggers violate the rights of Brazil’s first peoples
as well as land property owners (Cleary 2000). Other activities such as gold mining,
although with no direct links to deforestation caused great havoc to Brazil’s first peoples
population (Cleary 2000). The government also impacts the first peoples. Through its
developmental projects, such as dams, thirty different first peoples’ lands have been
flooded (Perrez 1998, 571).

Much like the consequences, there are causes leading to deforestation (Kellman
2001, 148). Most of these causes can be “described as human-initiated activities
(Kellman 2001, 148).” Cleary, a history professor, found that the main forces behind
deforestation are ranching, agriculture, timber extraction and urban expansion (2000).
Studies show agriculture as responsible for ninety percent of the deforestation (Romano
1999, specifically because of “slash and burn agricultural techniques and ranching”
(Romano 1999, 71). The Brazilian government has been directly involved in this process
through its “early incentive programs aimed to increase the industrial, agricultural, and
ranching uses of the land, thereby increasing the conversion of forest to other uses”
(Kellman 2001, 148) and “has spent billions of dollars building roads, hydroelectric
dams, and other development projects designed to encourage settlement in the Amazon”
(Kellman 2001, 148).
Brazilian scientists list “public politics (environmental and economic),
institutional (fragility), agrotechnology, and socio economic (i.e.: population, income,
food demand), that intersected and acted synergistically in the deforestation of the
Amazon, as the main cause for deforestation” (Rodrigues 2004). Lutzenberger criticizes
the Brazilian government because of its strong ties with business and the economic
development technocracy that hinders the government from acting in the solution of
important issues while by encouraging the struggling population to move to the Amazon
and work as settlers (2001). Although forest fires may be considered a non-human lead
initiative, they are “usually started by farmers in the dry season, to clear scrub in an effort
to make the land available for agricultural uses” (Kellman 2001, 148)” and “have also
played an enormous role in the reduction of the rainforest” (Kellman 2001, 148).

Sustainable development means something in complete contrast with the current
situation in the rainforest region. Sociologist Gould acknowledges the deep discussion
surrounding the use of the term sustainable development and offers a definition similar to
Desta’s (Gould 2006). Desta’s definition of sustainable development encompasses social,
cultural, and political needs and wants and the idea that sustainable development must
take in account that needs of those already here, of those different parts of the world, and
the needs of the future generations (1999). Major documents like the Stockholm
Declaration on the Human Environment, and the treaties derived form World Conference
on Environment and Development meeting, also included sustainable development in
their language (Magraw 2007). Pearce, an economist, defines sustainable development
from an economic perspective where economic development is continuing and ever
evolving (Pearce 1998).
For the purposes of the Brazilian case, it is helpful to further define sustainable
development. In addition to environmental protection, social development, and economic
development, sustainable development also seeks to meet human’s needs and
intragenerational, intergenerational, and international equity. Human basic needs include
food, shelter, medicine, livelihood, and community (Gould 2006). These needs must be
met without compromising the ecosystem. The ecosystem is compromised at the moment
that ecosystem and its functions are threatened. (Gould 2006).
Laws, policies, and politics
Global warming issues began to be discussed in the international community
forums and during the 1992 Earth Summit in Rio de Janeiro. Developing countries were
suspicious as developed countries proposed the setting of a global environmental

protection agenda (Desta 1999). North-South tensions were settled with the introduction
of the concept of Common but Differentiated Responsibilities (CBDR). Principle 7 of the
Rio Declaration defines CBDR, and Article 4 of the United Nations Framework
Convention on Climate Change is a commonly used provision incorporated in most
MEAs (Multilateral Environment Agreements) (Magraw 2007) which defines common
but differentiated responsibilities as the idea that developing and developed states must
work in collaboration to achieve the goals outlined in the treaties, collaboration vis-à-vis
the transference of financial resources and technology and where the overarching needs
of developing countries, such as poverty, are acknowledged as developing countries’
priorities.
International conferences and campaigns boosted national governments efforts to
protect their environments. In Brazil, President Collor launched Operacão Amazonia
(Amazonia Operation) prior to the 1992 Earth Summit Conference. In 1997, in line with
the Forest for Life Campaign of the World Wide Fund for Nature (WWF), the Brazilian
government promised to increase the rain forest totally protected areas from four to ten
percent by the year 2000 (Hall 2000). By 2007 the Amazônia Legal reached about
twenty-percent of protection in the forms of Conservation Units without taking into
account Brazil’s first peoples lands and other Conservation Units that are not from the
Federal or State units (Instituto Socioambiental). Recently, the United Nations has made
a series of statements addressing environmental issues (United Nations News Room).
Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon is emphasizing the importance of the United Nations in
acting as a forum for these discussions (United Nations Press Article). Up until
November 16 of last year, Brazil had been praised as a “green giant” and a “leader in the

fight against global warming” for reducing the deforestation rates by half in the last two
years (Gateway to UN’s System Work on Climate Change).
As a result of international campaigning and domestic pressure, in 1989 the
Brazilian government created the IBAMA (Hall 2000), which stands for Brazilian
Institute of the Environment and of the Renewable Natural Resources. According to the
current Brazilian Environmental Minister, Marina Silva, since the creation of IBAMA,
Brazil has enacted successful policies in respect to environmental protection in the
Amazon. She says that in 1989 there were 134 federal protection units that totaled 15
million hectares (One hectare is approximately 2.5 acres), now there are 288 federal
protected unities that total 70 million hectares. Hall and Cleary however, are not as
positive in relation to IBAMA and Brazilian environmental policies as the Minister of the
Environment is. According to Hall, findings dated back to 1996 show that there were
only 150 field personal covering an area of 68 federal protected units and for the whole
region there were 265 IBAMA field personnel employees. Hall also noted that in 1999,
Minister of the Environment, Sarney Jr., dismissed IBAMA employees for unlawfully
allowing extraction of timber in lands under their jurisdiction (2000). Also, there are
recent reports of a similar trend of arrests where, since 2003, 140 government employees
were arrested for involvement with the illegal sale of timber (Ministério do Meio
Ambiente 2006/07).
A matter of deserving attention is the pivotal role that market forces play in the
Amazonian environment. Cleary thinks that nothing will stop deforestation but market
forces (Cleary 2000). Hall adds that critics suggest that deforestation cannot be controlled
by environmental policies but instead is a function of economic factors and climate

phenomena such as the El Niño that cause forest fires (2000). On the other hand, Hirakuri
acknowledges the deficiencies of Brazilian’s environmental laws but presents a number
of recommendations on how the law can become more efficient in terms of forestry
management. Hirakuri’s book’s final chapter consists of recommendations that are
divided in factors that can be changed and factors that are more difficult to change.
Among factors that can be changed she lists regulatory, market, and social
control/consensus oriented approaches. Under the factors that are more difficult to change
are forest culture, forest land tenure, and legitimacy of the government (2003).
Romano adds that there is an ineffective enforcement of the laws and that in order
for the situation to improve there must be “institutional education and change” (Romano
1999, 71). Kellman states that the Brazilian Constitution guarantees “a healthy and stable
environment” (2001, 152) for all Brazilian citizens, but notes that the promise of the
Constitutional Amendments “has been ‘illusory.’” (2001, 152) She also writes about the
NEP (National Environmental Policy) and the “progressive environmental legislation”
(2001, 152) that resulted because of its creation. These laws, according to Kellman, were
not effective because of different factors countering its enactment (2001, 152). Article 14
of the National Environmental Protection Law is an example of this. The law establishes
harsh financial penalties for those who violate it (Kellman 2001, 158). This law, in spite
of its strength on paper, is not implemented (Kellman 2001, 158). José Paulo Sepúlveda
Pertence, Chief Justice of the Federal Supreme Court of Brazil, highlighted the tensions
between a conservative legal culture and its intersection with the need for economic
development that results in lack of accountability of environmental regulations (Kellman
2001, 158). The Saint Louis Law Journal also published a study of Brazil’s legal system

that revealed that the Brazilian judicial branch has the tendency to side with corporations
(1996, 1340).
Dantas and Leite, Brazilian law professors from the southern region of Brazil, see
Brazil’s legal system more positively by acknowledging Article 225 of the Brazilian
Constitution as a step forward toward reaching environmental preservation (Dantas, and
Leite 2002, 61) since it imposes criminal and civil liabilities to those who violate the law
(Dantas, and Leite 2002, 61). Fernando C. Walcacer, also a law professor in Brazil,
supports Dantas and Leite by affirming that the Brazilian 1988 Federal Constitution
reveals new opportunities for success in respect to the effectiveness of the rule of law
(Walcacer 2002, 55). Walcacer also writes about the Brazilian Environmental Crime Act
of 1998 (No. 960.5/98) and describe it as “huge breakthrough for the guarantee of rights
for our future generations” (Walcacer 2002, 59). He also said that a chapter of the
Environmental Crimes Act elevates the degree of criminal liability of actions that are
harmful to the environment such as deforestation of areas under the protection of the
government as well as any damage to the nature that are within conservation units
(Walcacer 2002, 56). The Environmental Crimes Act also expands the application of
criminal liability to parties that are indirectly involved with deforestation such as “those
transporting, selling, storing wood and other vegetable products without proper licensing,
as well as those trading or using unlicensed chainsaws” (Walcacer 2002, 59). However,
much like Dantas and Leite, Walcacer offers little evidence, or references leading to the
evidence, that these laws are being effectively implemented.
A study of Latin American countries revealed that “weak enforcement seems to
be caused more by a lack of human and financial resources and institutional capacity than

by lack of adequate legislation” (Kellman 2001, 145). These laws depend on the judiciary
and on the environmental agencies in order to succeed. IBAMA struggles because of lack
of funding and human resources (Romano 1999, 171). In addition, the specific budget for
the environmental protection program is expected to decrease from $492 million to $367in the 1999 budget (Kellman 2001, 148). In 2007, IBAMA employees went on strike due
to possible cuts in the budget and staff. This lack of funding and human resources
partially explains the continuing deforestation in the region, for the institutions equipped
with the protection of the forest are not running on full speed.
Hall also writes substantially on the many laws that are being enacted by the
government, laws that are needed, important bills that are in the process of becoming law
and laws that have potential to be very efficient. Also, he introduces political factors that
can shift trends of human rights violations and deforestation in arguing that the traditional
peoples of the rainforest should take ownership of the forest’s natural resources and
subsequently build an economy centered on their activities (2000).
Francisco “Chico” Mendes is one of these people. Chico was a seringueiro who
gained political power and fought for the environmental cause in the late 1980s. There
are also people outside Brazil making dedicated to the cause of the people and the
environment. American nun Dorothy Stang raised awareness on important issues in the
rainforest and serves as an example that people from outside Brazil are not only focused
in profiting with the rainforest natural resource but, instead, are working for a dignified
and honorable cause that seek the benefit of the people in the rainforest as well as the
environment. They were both murdered because of their activism and are seen by many
as sources of inspiration to continue in the struggle.

Brazil’s current Environmental Minister Marina Silva is another political leader
worthy of acknowledgement. Marina grew up in a poor family with limited resources.
After finding her way up in life she now advocates for the traditional peoples, the first
peoples, and the environment. She has been acknowledged for her human rights and
environmental protection record, has refused to reduce herself to mendacity and has been
candid in her work by remaining true to herself. In 2007 the UNEP, the United Nations
Environmental Programme awarded Brazil’s Environmental Minister, Marina Silva, with
the Champions of the Earth award. The UNEP stated that deforestation rates decreased as
a result of Marina’s work (United Nations Environmental Programme). Grander names
like Marina, Chico and Stang bequeath hope to those who still believe that there is a fair
and equitable solution for the rainforest dilemma, and many other dilemmas in need of
immediate reparation.
Other political leaders have contradictory records in respect to the environment
and human rights issues. One example is President Sarney who launched the “Nossa
Natureza” package in 1988 and established the IBAMA (Hall 2000). These two proenvironment initiatives are contrast Sarney’s past political engagements. For instance, for
five years in the 1960s Sarney was the governor of the state of Maranhão, which is
partially situated in the Amazônia Legal. During that period, the Brazilian government
and its military initiated a major development project in the Amazon region that consisted
of land clearing activities. Up to this date Maranhão is by far the most deforested of all
the Amazônia Legal area states presenting a 66% level of deforestation, a fact
acknowledged by Hall himself.

Since the 1940s, the Brazilian government’s attitude toward environmental
protection has been seen as “one of resistance to a perceived plot by rich nations to keep
the poor away from developing” (Klosek 1998, 135). In the early 1980s the Brazilian
environmental protection chief, Paulo Nogueira-Neto, said that Brazil has completely
changed “We have changed 180 degrees” (Shabecoff) in respect to a push of
environmental friendly laws and thus portraying the government protecting the rainforest.
Lutzenberger, however, commented on Nogueira-Neto’s statement as “no more than ‘lip
service’” (Shabecoff). In the late 1980s, Brazil’s then foreign minister said the following
in a United Nations Conference on the Environment and Development meeting: “Brazil
does not want to transform itself into an ecological reserve for humanity. Our greatest
duty is with our economic development” (Romano 1999, 71).
In the 1997 Earth Summit+5 forum, set up to review the promises of the 1992
Earth Summit, Brazil’s government was criticized for not holding up its promises.
However, in that same year, Brazil joined South Africa, Germany, Singapore, and the
United Nations in a joint committee to reduce deforestation across the globe (Kellman
2001, 148). Also, the Brazilian government has been working with the World Wide Fund
for Nature. In 2003, the WWF and the World Bank made an agreement with Brazil in
which the government created the Amazon Region Protected Areas program that
comprises areas larger than New York, New Jersey, and Connecticut combined (Rohter
2007).
Last year, President da Silva said “The challenge that we have overcome is
knowing how to use the jungle and how to preserve the environment while allowing
people's lives to be improved” (BBC News). Lula’s comment is among the most positive

statements and reflects sustainable development concepts and was made in the context of
recent data revealing a decrease of twenty percent in deforestation rates. He states that
much of this success is because of the government’s effective environmental regulations
(BBC News). However, skepticism exists as to the recent decreases in the deforestation
being a result of the government’s environmental regulations. Recent data suggests a
record-breaking rate of deforestation that is a result of stimulating market demand
(Guardian, January 25, 2008).
The former President of the IBAMA supported the government’s developmental
initiatives by stating “Brazil has an international obligation to improve the lives of the
seventeen million people who live there and to make use of our comparative advantage”
(Romano 1999, 71). This statement raises interesting questions because first, why is the
head of Brazil’s environmental agency making such a conflicting statement, isn’t he
supposed to be pro-environment? Are those seventeen million people really benefiting
from the economic development? Isn’t deforestation actually negatively affecting their
ways of lives?
International organizations and bodies also have an impact on deforestation. The
International Monetary Fund (IMF) and the World Bank invested heavily in development
in the rainforest by providing funds for the conversion of “millions of acres of tropical
rainforest and cropland to pasture land to raise cattle for the international beef market”
(Klosek 1998, 123). The IMF no longer continues this practice, but the damage that it has
caused remains. Transnational corporations are also playing a role in the deforestation of
the Brazilian Amazon. Klosek cites specifically to American, Japanese, and European
companies that are set up in the Brazilian Amazon and receive government incentives

that directly lead to deforestation (Klosek 1998, 127). Although these companies generate
income and employment, when we take in consideration sustainable development, these
types of economic practices become undesirable.
The international community can, instead, play more positive roles. According to
Fearnside, they can make important contributions, both through its wealth and through its
intellectual and technical capabilities (Fearnside 2000). Klosek states that the
international community should assist Brazil in dealing with environmental matters
because the whole world benefits from the forest and contributed to deforestation.
Romano promotes the idea of educating the population as a means through which the
goal of preservation can be achieved. The Brazilian scholars, on the other hand see the
issues of deforestation differently. Dantas and Leite and Walcacer see the law as
positively evolving and promising in many different aspects.
Summary
This literature review informed the reader on the facts and functions of the forest and the
main causes behind deforestation. It also informed the reader of the situation of the
situation of the first and traditional peoples. This section also provided a discussion on
recent development trends and how it differentiates from sustainable development. We
also expose the political leaders, policies and laws that relate to the environmental and
human rights dilemma. We found that Brazilian institutions lack much needed financial
resources and staff, and that important political figures are not fully committed to
sustainable development. There are also political leaders who were fully committed to the
environment and human rights cause, and one of them is currently involved in the
struggle. We also found that the international community has played a negative role in

the region but has a great potential for helping the people in the rainforest region as well
as for protecting the forest. We suggest that one of the ways that the international
community can achieve this goal is working with Brazil in altering market mechanisms
that negatively impact the forest and the people. This strategy can be twofold. To the
same the international community and Brazil can absent from negative behavior, it can
also play a positive role by encouraging environmentally-friendly economic practices in
the region. Specially those practiced by the first and traditional peoples.

Chapter Four: A Closer Look at the Intersections of Brazilian and
International Law and Institutions
We argue for a realistic and specific solution for the rainforest dilemma. We
propose that the Brazilian law, in collaboration with the international law, only permits
the commercialization of rainforest products that are sustainably produced in the
Brazilian Amazon. This proposal encourages environmental conservation, and as a
consequence, protects the rights of the rainforest peoples. The goal is to find a common
ground between improving the human rights of the people, protecting the environment,
and promoting economic development. We also argue for a need in creating market
mechanisms that encourage the environmentally-friendly practices of the first peoples
and the traditional peoples, as Hall suggested. This must be done so in a way that
preserves the integrity and the identity of both groups.
Politicians in Brazil and politicians in the United States, the European Union,
China, India, and other major importers of Brazilian products, must all take this idea
seriously. Unfortunately, it is very unlikely that these law makers will pass such
legislation even if such idea is presented to them. With that in mind, the global civil
society must organize. The dimension of the people affected in the name of “economic
development” and concerned with this issue is wide enough to create a promising global
environmental justice movement.
In the next chapter we explain why the Brazilian and International laws need to
improve so that it can best guarantee the human rights of the rainforest and safeguard the
Brazilian rainforest from continuing deforestation.

Brazilian Law.
Since the 1820s Brazil has had different constitutions addressing environmental
issues (McGee, and Zimmerman 1990, 530). The Brazilian Constitution of 1988, the
current constitution, is seen as the most effective in addressing environmental problems
(Walcacer 2002, 59). Brazilian Constitutional Articles 225 highlights the importance of
preserving the environment and safeguarding it for present and future generations. Also,
it instills the responsibility for its protection on both the government and people. The law
demands that before any use of Brazil’s natural resources occurs, there must be assurance
that it will not harm the environment. Those who harm the environment are to be
sanctioned and are obligated to replenish their damage to the environment.
The Brazilian Federal government, as ordered in the Constitution, is charged with
protecting the dignity of the people as well as promoting a free, just, and unified society.
Another objective is to eradicate poverty and marginalization, reduce social and regional
inequalities, and promote the welfare of all people without discrimination based on race,
sex, color, age, or any other form of discrimination. Constitutional article 231 specifically
addresses the rights of the Brazil’s first peoples and recognizes a distinct group whose
lands are to be protected. If the government is to use any natural resource available in the
Brazil’s first peoples’ lands, it must do so only with the authorization of the Brazil’s first
peoples, who will be also compensated for it. Moreover, the Brazil’s first peoples may
only be removed from their lands if there is catastrophe or an epidemic outbreak that
threatens the first peoples or Brazil’s sovereignty. In that case, the land shall be returned
immediately to the first peoples.

The Brazil’s first peoples’ legislation is similar to Article 225, both with respect
to content and application. There are many examples of the Brazil’s first peoples’ rights
being violated. Ironically, in some circumstance, the government itself is the perpetrator
of such actions. These almost poetic Constitutional articles have led one United Nations
Official to consider Article 225 as the most advanced environmental legislation in the
world (McGee, and Zimmerman 1990, 531). Unfortunately, these high ideals stay only on
paper, and current violations of human rights and deforestation rates demonstrate why.
Although they represent high principles, the laws don’t have the needed institutional
support so that it can be successfully applied. While these constitutional laws lack
institutional support, agro business and cattle ranching continue to grow and profit and
have the government institutions providing support for their practices. Human rights and
environmental degradation and human rights violations are the result of their overarching
power in Brazilian and global politics.
For the purposes of this research, understanding the International rule of law is as
important as understanding the Brazil law. In this next section, we will introduce the
international laws and treaties relevant to the situation of Brazil’s first peoples and
environmental degradation in the Amazônia Legal.
International Law.
The United Nations was created in 1945 (Basic Facts About the United Nations).
As of 2006, 192 countries are part of the United Nations (United Nations Member States
Growth). The main purpose of the United Nations is to create peace among states and
serve as a forum for states to meet to solve international problems (Charter of the United
Nations). Eleanor Roosevelt, then widow of former President F. D. Roosevelt, chaired the

committee that drafted a landmark achievement of the United Nations: The United
Nations Universal Declaration of Human Rights (United Nations Website). Brazil, like
many countries, signed the UNDHR (United Nations Website). The UNDHR, although a
non-binding document (United Nations Website), is the base of binding treaties that are
relevant to the traditional peoples and the Brazil’s first peoples that inhabit Brazil’s
Amazônia Legal region.
In 1992, Brazil acceded the International Covenant on Economic, Social and
Cultural Rights (United Nations Website) and the International Covenant on Civil and
Political Rights. Article 1 Section II of both documents state that “in no case may a
people be deprived of its own means of subsistence” (International Covenant on Civil and
Political Rights). Unfortunately, there are no references on covenants from either
convention that explains the meaning of subsistence in the section. This reveals a lack of
seriousness on the part of the international rule of law, that is reflected on the human
rights and environmental issues that we discuss in this paper. Brazil is clearly in violation
of this article given the displacement of the Brazil’s first peoples due to continuing
deforestation of forest land. Moreover, as already mentioned in this paper, the traditional
peoples’ and the rural workers’ rights have their rights violated as well. The leading
factor is, of course, the demand of the Brazilian economy on the rainforest resources that
leads to deforestation.
With this continuing frenetic destruction of the Brazilian rainforest, one would
think that there are no international laws regarding the environment. The answer is yes
and no. The Rio Declaration and the Statement of Forest Principles are two important
documents that establish high ideals in respect to a state’s treatment of its natural

resources, but they are non-binding (United Nations Website). On the other hand, the
CBD (Convention on Biological Diversity) and FCC (The Framework Convention on
Climate) are legal binding documents (United Nations Website).
In 1994 Brazil signed the CBD (Convention on Biological Diversity Website).
The CBD seeks to conserve biodiversity and recognizes states’ difference in achieving
this objective (Convention on Biological Diversity Website). The FCC, which Brazil
signed in 1994 (FCC Website), requires states to work in cooperation in curbing the
emission of green house gases that contribute to climate change. This call for cooperation
challenges the idea that the Brazilian government and society are the only ones to blame
or to find the solution. To the same extent that the Brazilian government and people are
indifferent toward rainforest issues, the European Union, Japan, China, India, and the
United States continue to purchase non-environmental friendly products of the rainforest,
and also contribute to the destruction cycle.
For this reason, we need to consider altering market mechanisms and their set of
rules. Expanding on Bederman’s statement that the “most potent tool for protection of
species is linking enforcement mechanisms to the global trading order” (Bederman
2004)” we need to link protection of rainforest land and the Brazil’s first peoples and
traditional peoples to the global trading order.
This idea is grounded on legal principles. In the 2007 G-8 Summit in
Heiligendamm, Germany, countries reaffirmed the Common But Differentiated
Responsibilities (CBDR) principles (Kirova 2007), first mentioned on the Article 7 of the
Rio Declaration on Environment and Development. It is through its own willingness in
collaboration with the EU and the United States and other major consumers of Brazil’s

rainforest product that Brazil’s rainforest will be preserved and the rainforest peoples will
survive.
The Great Need for Realistic Laws
Authors pose different solutions for the human rights and the environmental
issues in Brazil vis-à-vis the rule of law. We think however, that many of those solutions
are not the best ones for solving this issue. By the time that their proposed system will be
functioning in full scale, many people will have their basic rights violated and many trees
and biodiversity will have disappeared. Ignoring market mechanisms while giving trust
that tough law enforcement will solve the deforestation problem can yield detrimental
results. Although long-term changes are appreciated, we need solutions that will solve the
problem in a timely fashion.
One idea worthy of research is in respect to laws and regulations controlling
market mechanisms. Brazil’s environmental dilemma is a global issue. Many states
foreign to Brazil consume products that directly spring from the rainforest. Beef is one of
these products. Cattle ranching, as we have seen before, is extremely harmful to the
environment and the communities that live in the Amazon region. Restricting the
commerce of beef in the global economy will reduce the demand for beef and as a result
decrease deforestation. The same goes for all other products that are produced in Brazil
that spring from non-environmental-friendly economic practices.
Changing these laws can be a great challenge given the powerful interests groups
within and outside Brazil that will do all within their great power to halt such radical but
needed changes. Understanding the laws and regulations that control market mechanisms
can add significant information and insights on how to best go about these changes.

Understanding that changes can take place is equally important because of the diverging
interests in the rainforest resources.
The CBDR principle supports the argument presented in this paper and the major
laws within and outside Brazil to promote environmental preservation and the protection
of the rights of the rainforest peoples. Although these principles are highly relevant, they
are nothing but ideas if we don’t have institutional support to apply them.
Brazilian government institutions are clearly not yet equipped to apply human
rights and environmental laws. The difficulty to implement the Brazilian constitution is
one example of this. Hence, the need for laws that are sensitive to the enforcement
limitation of Brazil’s institutions is evident. Thus, the idea presented in this paper:
creating specific laws based on Brazilian and international laws. These specific laws
would limit the commercialization of non-environmental friendly products only. Such
laws are more likely to be implemented for it doesn’t require much institutional
sophistication to enforce these laws. One thing is to oversee the entire Amazon region,
about the size of half of the continental United States. Another thing is focus on the
origin of the products that are being commercialized and prohibit commercialization of
rainforest products from the rainforest area. The international community, through
international organizations and mechanisms as well as their domestic institutions must
also play a role in ensuring that the products that Brazil is exporting are environmentallyfriendly. It is important to highlight the importance of exporting environmentally-friendly
products produced in the rainforest area. Traditional people and first peoples, throughout
their year in the region have learned how to best use the land without harming it. These
people can create products that can serve well the market, products that range from food

products to art and handcraft products. If an economy around these economic practices
and techniques can be created and supported in Brazil and outside Brazil, many will be
benefit for the people in the rainforest will no longer be oppressed and the environment is
likely to be preserved.
At this moment in time, such laws are unlikely to exist. Not because the market
will crash or because this is not smart economics, but because there is no political power
to do so. Whether in Brazil, the United States, or Europe, business and economic
interests, most of the time, dominate politics and decide the fate of the state. We must
keep the hope, however. Many NGOs, members of civil society, and government
institutions are fighting for justice. However, many more need yet to join the cause. The
answer lies on understanding how we can engage the unengaged on this political journey
toward a fair and equitable solution for all.
Summary
In this chapter we presented our solution for the dilemma and why we think that
our solution is desirable. Our solution is founded on a collaborative effort among the laws
of Brazil’s government and foreign states. This collaborative effort is unlikely to occur,
however, without an increased participation of civil society and NGOs on the political
process.

Chapter Five: Institutions, NGOs, and Global Civil Society: Solving the
Dilemma
Institutions
Current Brazilian institutions play different roles in determining the fate of the
people of the rainforest and their environment. State agencies such as the MMA
(Ministério do Meio Ambiente, or the Ministry of the Environment) and FUNAI, are
charged with the protection of the environment and the Brazil’s first peoples,
respectively. On the other hand, the MDICE (Ministério do Desenvolvimento, Indústria e
Comércio Exterior, or the Ministry of the Development, Industry, and External
Commerce) promotes economic development.
To what extent these agencies are accomplishing their objective varies according
to who answers this question. With the current boost of the Brazilian economy, one could
argue that the MDICE is a successful agency, while the MMA, with recent findings of
high deforestation rates, lies on the other side of the spectrum. It could be said that the
FUNAI is not even on the scale because of the long-time oppression and negligence from
the part of the government toward the Brazil’s first peoples.
Taking a closer look at the MDICE’s mission statement however, one can argue
that the agency has not accomplished its objective. Its mission reads: “Construct a
competitive Brazil, just and fair in opportunities, in cooperation with productive sectors,
through actions that result in the improvement of the quality of life of the population”
(Brazilian Government Website). Critically reading the mission statement we learn that
the part on “just and fair in opportunities” represents an idea that is yet to be found in
Brazil.

Their MDICE’s mission statement also includes “the improvement of the quality
of life of the population.” The issue lies on the steps that institutions are not taking to
accomplish that goal. It is common knowledge that, within and outside Brazil, only a few
benefit from economic progress. Brazil continues to have one of the highest rates of
inequalities in the world (World Bank 2006). Also, another question worthy of
explanation is: does improving the quality of life of the population include the next
generations? The answer for this question directly relates to the rainforest dilemma.
Expecting MDICE, or any other economic related state agencies in Brazil to
improve the current situation can be quite unreasonable. This is not to deny that these
institutions contribute to the problem, but they are not fully responsible for the problem.
To the same extent, however, they are responsible for playing a role in solving the
problem.
The rainforest products that are exported must enjoy the support of Brazilian
institutions to become appealing and trusted in the international market. But, in order for
these products to enter the market of foreign states, they need the institutional support of
foreign state agencies that will ensure that the product enters their market. Hence,
agencies similar to Brazil’s MDICE in the EU, the United States, India, China, and other
consumers of Brazil’s non-environmentally-friendly products, hold a great deal of
responsibility over current and past deforestation rates and the human rights violations
that have resulted from this development.
As previously stated the MMA is a governmental agency that combats
deforestation. Recent alarming deforestation trends suggest that the MMA – and other
similar governmental institutions have not been able to tackle deforestation considerably.

Furthermore, there is evidence of “institutional failure” in the cases of the FUNAI and the
IBDF, for they failed to reduce the societal and environmental impact of the
government’s development initiative in an Amazon region state (Rodrigues 2004). It was
found that in times of scarcity of good wood, the FUNAI would grant logging permits to
companies interested in quality wood available in Amerindian lands (Rodrigues 2004). It
should be clear by now that there’s much room for improvement in Brazil’s institutions,
but how about the foreign states’ institutions?
Foreign institutions outside Brazil indirectly address the issues herein discussed.
One example is the council strategy of 11 March 2002 at the European Council in
Barcelona on environmental integration in the external policies of the General Affairs
Council ACT (EU: Activities of the European Union Website). The ACT’s summary
states “trade negotiations and relations must also take account of the environment” (EU:
Activities of the European Union Website). In addition, they call for corporate
responsibility and vow to systematically integrate “environmental considerations into the
international institutions’ activities” (EU: Activities of the European Union Website).
The EU is to be applauded because it seeks addresses important issues. It also is
to be criticized for there are no specific laws in the EU that concretely seek to regulate
market mechanisms, the main force behind deforestation and the violations of human
rights in Brazil. It is important to understand that institutions like the EU can be very
helpful in promoting environmental and human rights protection in Brazil.
NGOs and Civil Society
In addition to institutions, NGOs and civil society are relevant for this discussion.
Transnational and local NGOs play important roles when actively engaged in protecting

the rights of the people and protecting the environment. In some instances, they were able
to succeed. Maria Guadalupe Moog-Rodrigues, in “Transnational Advocacy Networks in
Brazil, Ecuador, and India” (Rodrigues 2004), provides the example of the Rondônia
network, in Northern Brazil, and how it was able to successfully represent the people and
the environment.
The Rondônia network was created in the 1980s and mobilized environmental and
human rights NGOs from and outside Brazil, activists, consultants, the media, and
concerned individuals (Rodrigues 2004). The network was successful in pushing the
Planafloro’s policies to become more environmental friendly. If it would not have been
for the pressure of the Rondônia network, Planafloro would be almost like the
Polonoroeste. The Polonoroeste was a developmental program that negatively impacted
Rondônia’s society and environment (Rodrigues 2004).
Although the Planafloro differed from the Polonoroeste in its design, in its first
two years it didn’t keep its promises on protecting the environment. (Rodrigues 2004).
The Rondônia network was able to reestablish itself and worked smoothly in
implementing its effective strategies (Rodrigues 2004). As a result, it was able to affect
implementation, but not with enough powers to make Planafloro an ideal sustainable
development project (Rodrigues 2004).
Rodrigues conveys that real changes in policy in the Amazon region need yet to
occur. This is by no means, dismissing any progress and success of the various networks
and action in the Amazon region. The point is that there’s a need for a greater movement
that is effective enough to alter policies in significant ways.

Looking at a similar issue but from another perspective, Rinku Sen in “Stir Up,”
presents valuable information on creating such a movement. In the introductory chapter
of her book, she eloquently acknowledges not having the answer to all questions and
states that there is still much more to be discovered (Sen 2003). Also, although her book
focuses in community organizing in the United States, many of her teachings can be
applied to the rainforest case scenario.
One example is the concept that organizations work to avoid negative outcomes,
but that significant shift in policies requires a large number of people involved in social
movement. (Sen 2003). This idea directly relates to Rodrigues’s statement that there has
been no substantive shift in Amazônian politics. Sen, thus, provides an answer for this
dilemma that consists of building a movement large enough to enact such shift in policy
core values. The overarching question, then, is: how can we create such a movement to
solve the Amazônia dilemma?
A social movement, according to Sen, cannot be created by following certain
rules and techniques. Rather, there are sets of preconditions, based on organizations’
design, that can lead to the creation of such a movement (Sen 2003). Three of these
preconditions are: (1) Creation of support complementary organizations that work in
collaboration, (2) Fundraising, and investing money in fundraising strategies so that
organizations are not relying solely on foundation grants, and (3) Respect and courteous
relationship among organizations (Sen 2003). Sen highlights that local organizations are
the foundation of such movements (Sen 2003). The latter statement is quite similar to
Rodrigues’s thesis statement that transnational networks success is dependant on the
work that is done by the local members of these network. (Rodrigues 2004).

Sen strongly encourages constantly expanding the number of active members in
the organization for it to be effective (Sen 2003). On the functionality of the organization,
she emphasizes the importance of the organization’s ability to take direct action
whenever needed (Sen 2003). In the Amazônia case, a direct action can take many
different shapes and forms.
Sen also speaks of the organization’s ability to connect with the media, and how
difficult it may be, due to financial constrains, to raise awareness on the issues that the
organization is tackling (Sen 2003). The goal, however, can be attained by the traditional
means of organizers directly addressing the people (Sen 2003). Paying attention while
instilled with sense of action is quintessential for the development of organizations, says
Sen. By paying attention, a group is able to make sound judgments about what is
important and relevant to their work. She also acknowledges that action is a necessary
risk that gives life to the vision attained from the process of paying attention.
Given the need for engagement of large numbers of people in order to achieve
substantial shift in policies, it is important for NGOs to engage civil societies in this
process. Creating concise alliances – much like the Rondônia network, can yield
favorable results. These actions should not be directed toward mobilizing only Brazilian
civil society. Civil societies in the EU, and in other countries that import Brazil’s nonenvironmental friendly product, play a very important role in the solution of the dilemma.
To the same extent that civil societies in the EU contribute to deforestation and
subsequently, violation of human rights, they can also play a key role for the solution of
this dilemma.

Summary
This sense of interconnectedness and that people in distant places care about
similar issues is very empowering. It can boost the participation of civil society in
protecting the rights of the people and the environment. It is important to understand that
this is not the only example of collaboration. Ideally, collaborations must continue to
exist and address a wide range of global issues that need solutions in a timely fashion.
This dream is possible and at this very moment there are people that are working toward
making it a reality. Many more people need to engage in this process, however. It is by
one person at a time joining the cause, that we can live in a better world, not only for the
people in the Amazônia and the environment, but for the people that are struggling with
hunger, enjoyment of basic human rights, and ability to fully develop as healthy
individuals and communities.
The Amazônia dilemma is a big issue that requires vision and actions.
Governmental institutions, NGOs and civil societies within and outside Brazil, are
together, capable of working toward the dream of safeguarding the rights of the people
that live there as well as protecting the environment. It is crucial to highlight the need for
engagement of civil society on this matter. NGOs and governmental institution alone,
will only avoid a greater damage. If civil society, however, actively participates in the
process, great shift in policies can occur.

Chapter Six: Observations, Conclusions, and Future Research
Multiple human rights violations are occurring in Brazil and throughout the
world. States around the world are facing deep crisis and not enough is being done about
it. Many are dying of hunger in different places around the world, the Chinese
government exploits its migrant workforce (Human Rights Watch 2008), the Israeli
government demolished the property of Palestinians without warning (Amnesty
International 2008), Kenya’s death toll exceed 1,000, and 200,000 died in Darfur
(Reuters). These issues, although not directly related to the rainforest issues, are similar
in many ways for it relates to the violation of people’s rights.
One question worthy of asking is: if Brazil’s civil society is not standing for
issues of hunger, issues regarding its oppressed black population, sexism, homophobia, ,
severe inequality, disability issues, religious tolerance, among other forms of oppression,
why would Brazil stand up for the Brazilian trees, the “primitive” Brazil’s first peoples,
and the “backwards” traditional peoples? Or for that matter, why would the international
community, who has its own issues (similar to Brazil) care about these issues?
The answer to these questions is what makes politics a science and puzzles and
challenges passionate people from all segments of society who want to see a better world.
The passionate and conscious ones, however, need yet to increase in numbers – for if
they would be many we would be much less likely to see many of the issues that we
referred to in the last two paragraphs. We truly believe, however, that if the people of the
world would know better, they would do something about these issues. “Know better,” in
addition to formal education, also speaks of developing a sense of compassion, moral,

and spiritual greatness (West 2007). Developing these faculties in human beings is then,
quintessential for the advancement of humanity and for the solution of serious issues.
If we are to find a solution for these problems everyone is needed whether they
are wealthy, illiterate, a first people, atheist, transgender, able bodied, or from Papua
Guinea. We all are important and needed in the struggle for making this world a better
place. The rainforest dilemma is just one of those struggles. And it is only through the
work of an active global citizenry that the dream of preserving the environment and the
rights of the people will become a reality. The people themselves can push forward for
the creation of new laws that realistically address these issues. The challenge is how to
awaken those who are sleeping.
This research does not stop here. There is much room for further research. One
question worthy of researching is how can we push forward cultural change so that we, as
citizens, are ready to confront pressing issues in need of immediate solutions? Research
on the creation of institutions that would implement the laws herein suggested can also be
beneficial. Another possible research topic could be a deep and thoughtful discussion on
the use of the term Brazil’s first peoples or a thorough report on human rights and
environmental legislations that are being proposed to various governments with respect to
Brazil’s rainforest dilemma. Also, concise research on community organizing and
grassroots work in Brazil can be of great importance toward getting closer to the solution
that we all are looking for. Possibilities for future research are countless.
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